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Chapter 231 He Is His Brother’s Driver 

With a big smile on Su Bei’s face, Su Bei felt warm. 

The conversation between them became more and more smooth. 

In the end, the two of them exchanged contact information and reached a friendly relationship. 

In the past, Su Bei had a bias against the rich men. After all, she had seen many rich men in the past in 

the Su family. Most of them had a propensity to extravagance. Even if some of them could make money, 

it was because of the connections and resources built by their parents. 

Moreover, most of them had an arrogant aura. They were only willing to admit their own abilities, not to 

admit their luck and their good family background. 

Only few rich men could truly have their own opinions, make achievements on their own and make their 

own careers. 

However, Lu Weijian was different from these people. So Su Bei had a better view of him. Besides, she 

also had a better view of other rich men too. 

At the end of the engagement ceremony, Su Bei received a WeChat message from Lu Heting, telling her 

that he was waiting for her outside. 

“Mr. Weijian...” 

“Call me Lu Weijian or Lu Weijian.” Lu Weijian didn’t dare to let his sister-in-law call him respectfully all 

the time. If he went back, he would be scolded to death by his brother. 

Su Bei smiled, “Your name means honest and clean. It seems that the elder people of the Lu family are 

so great at naming.” 

“That’s right. Grandpa said that no matter how rich I am, I have to behave myself. That’s the lesson from 

my ancestors.” 

After greeting Lv Shan, Su Bei walked out with Lu Weijian. 

Lv Shan was eager to see Su Bei go with Lu Weijian. Although she wouldn’t ask Su Bei to get in touch 

with the powerful and rich in order to exchange beauty for resources, it was not wrong to have more 

contact with a fan like Lu Weijian. 

This was an opportunity that no one else could get. 

After Lu Weijian left, most of the people present lost interest in the ceremony. 

He was much more eye-catching than other guests. 

Du Changwei hurried to see off Lu Weijian, who waved his hand and said, “Mr. Du, don’t bother to do 

that.” 



Du Changwei wanted to say something to Lu Weijian, but he had no chance to say anything because Lu 

Weijian refused him. 

Lu Weijian and Su Bei walked out of the room. 

Lu Heting’s car was waiting at a street corner not far away. 

He saw that Lu Weijian and Su Bei walked side by side. He was not satisfied with the distance between 

them. It seemed that the distance had exceeded his expectation. 

He had to talk to Lu Weijian about it. 

“Mr. Weijian, please get in the car!” Su Bei opened the car door of the passenger seat for Lu Weijian. 

After all, it was Lu Heting’s job to pick Lu Weijian up. So it was normal for Su Bei to help Lu Heting. 

At the sight of his brother, Lu Weijian shivered and wanted to sit on his driver’s seat to drive for his 

brother. 

In Su Bei’s eyes, Lu Heting was Lu Weijian’s driver. But in Lu Weijian’s eyes, he was his brother’s driver. 

Lu Heting gave Lu Weijian a look. Lu Weijian got the point and stopped. He realized that he should be 

Mr. Weijian, his brother’s boss! 

Lu Weijian didn’t dare to sit in the passenger seat. He insisted that he could sit in the back row with Su 

Bei. How could he leave his sister-in-law alone in the back row? 

Lu Heting cleared his throat, “Mr. Weijian, you’d better sit in the front row. I remember that it’s easy for 

you to carsickness if you sit in the back row.” 

“Oh, yes, I remember. It’s true...” Lu Weijian sat in the passenger seat obediently. 

It was the first time that Lu Weijian had such a feeling. It turned out that his brother was so possessive 

that his brother didn’t want him to sit with Su Bei! 

Chapter 232 The Pleasantries 

It seemed that his brother might be jealous from time to time. 

Su Bei thought that Mr. Weijian was really good. He was easy-going and always thought for others. 

“Heting, drive Mr. Weijian home first. He must be tired tonight.” 

“Yes, I’m a little hard. Many people came to accost. Fortunately, I was smart enough to drive them 

away.” Lu Weijian asked for credit in front of Lu Heting. It was really hard for him to help Lu Heting get 

rid of those men. 

However, Su Bei thought that those people came to accost her in order to make friends with Lu Weijian, 

so she smiled and said, “Yes, Mr. Weijian must be tired. Many people come here to meet him, but Mr. 

Weijian refused all of them. Well Mr. Weijian, you are a good person. Last time, it was you who called 

me and asked me to pick Heting up when he was sick. Heting is so lucky to have a boss like you.” 



“It’s my duty. As the boss of the company, I should be so kind to all the employees. I should be clear 

about rewards and punishments. Otherwise, the Lu Group won’t be able to get what it is today, right?” 

Lu Weijian replied and secretly flattered his brother. 

“No wonder the Lu Group has the highest reputation among the top five hundred enterprises. Mr. 

Weijian, you are a good leader,” Su Bei praised him sincerely. 

If her words didn’t include Lu Weijian’s name, it would be more perfect. 

Lu Weijian immediately spoke up and agreed, “You are right, sister-in-law. The top leader of the Lu 

Group is a very good leader.” 

Su Bei knew that Lu Weijian was only the second in command. And as for who the first in command was, 

since it was a low-key secret of the company, it was inconvenient for Su Bei to ask, so she echoed Lu 

Weijian. 

However, Lu Heting didn’t say anything. He was glad that his wife and brother had a good relationship. 

But he didn’t want them to get too close. After all, his brother was a man. And if he was a man, he 

would be a threat. 

No, maybe women were also threats. He recently created a Weibo account and saw a lot of fans of Su 

Bei, and many girls who were obsessed with Su Bei’s long legs discussing to be the mother of Su Bei’s 

kids. 

Lu Heting was jealous because of these female fans for days. 

Fortunately, they couldn’t let Su Bei get pregnant! 

As for him, it was possible for him to let Su Bei give birth to a baby for him. Thinking of this, he was 

happy. 

Seeing his brother’s smile, Lu Weijian praised him even more vigorously, “Sister-in-law, although my 

brother is not a real one, he is more like a real one. His working ability and style are not inferior to that 

of the members of the Lu family.” 

“Mr. Weijian, you’re flattering him,” said Su Bei with a smile. 

“I’m not bragging. It’s not strange for him to start a business by himself and run a powerful company 

one day,” Lu Weijian continued. 

Su Bei took his words as the pleasantries. She said, “Mr. Weijian, how can Heting compare with you?” 

Hearing this, the smile on Lu Heting’s face was bittersweet. He didn’t know how to smile. 

What pleased him was that Su Bei completely treated him as a member of her family, and she treated Lu 

Weijian as an outsider. But the problem was that he had been hiding his real identity for a long time in 

front of Su Bei, so he really couldn’t show more ability. 

Alas. The domino effect! 



But if he didn’t hide his real identity, he was afraid that his wife would run away again. Lu Heting’s heart 

was full of struggle and confusion. 

After seeing Lu Weijian off, Su Bei sat in the front row. Although Lu Weijian was a nice person, it was 

really tiring to talk so formally. 

“You must be tired, right?” Lu Heting asked with concern. 

“Fortunately, Mr. Weijian came to the ceremony. Otherwise, it would be awkward to attend such a 

party.” 

Chapter 233 Envy Lu Weijian 

Noticing that she didn’t look surprised, Lu Heting knew that she didn’t care about the marriage of Du 

Luo and Su Huixian at all. 

It made sense. Su Bei didn’t need to care for the man like Du Luo. 

“Mr. Weijian is really good. Maybe I was biased against rich men before. I talked with him tonight and 

found that he has serious opinions about his work. I used to be too partial.” 

Lu Heting was speechless. 

Could he tell her his real identity now? It made him envy Lu Weijian. 

Turning her head to look at him, Su Bei said, “Mr. Weijian has always praised you. He said that you have 

outstanding working ability and you are a very good person. Your boss thinks highly of you.” 

“Mr. Weijian has always thought highly of me.” 

‘Well, that is very sensible of Lu Weijian.’ 

In Su Bei’s heart, Lu Heting scored extra points. 

In fact, it was not easy to find a man with strong working ability and noble character. She was relieved 

that Da Bao and Gun Gun had such a father! 

“Lu Heting, the people in your company are so nice.” 

“Yes, they are indeed very nice,” Lu Heting commented objectively. 

The boss’ wife began to like the employees in her husband’s company, which was a good sign. 

Lu Heting’s face was more radiant than the nightscape. 

During the journey, Lu Hang made a phone call to Lu Heting. 

“Mr. Lu, in fact, I don’t want to bother you. But I have some difficulties when I buy the houses.” 

“Go ahead.” 

“There are thirty houses that can’t be bought. Among them, five families don’t want to change their 

houses. Because their children are preparing the entrance examination. Changing the house might affect 

their kids’ study. Other seventeen families, their children are in primary school or in middle school. They 



were afraid that the change of house would affect their children’s household registration and the school 

records. And other seven families, they live with elder people. They don’t want to change the house 

because they think the current dwelling place is near to the hospital. The last family has a pregnant 

woman. They have just built a fertility file in the hospital nearby...” 

In fact, Lu Hang could find a way to persuade the thirty families as long as he wanted. 

But these days, he had shown mercy to the remaining thirty families. 

After all, for every family, changing house was a big deal. Lu Hang couldn’t bear to disrupt their normal 

life, so he decided to test Lu Heting’s idea. 

He didn’t know why Mr. Lu bought these houses. If he knew Mr. Lu’s purpose, he would be more 

targeted when he solved the problem. 

Hearing that, Lu Heting knew that Lu Hang was softhearted. 

As the chief assistant, Lu Hang was good in everything, but not enough to be decisive. 

Since Su Bei was in the car, Lu Heting didn’t say too much but only said, “I’ll think about it.” 

Lu Hang put down the phone. His boss was a good man, but he lacked a little mercy. If his boss really 

wanted to make use of these houses, there was nothing he could do. 

He had tried her best! 

He prayed that these families would be lucky. 

The car had been parked in the underground parking lot. Lu Heting and Su Bei entered the elevator side 

by side. 

Looking at the empty elevator, Su Bei said, “I don’t know what’s going on recently. There are fewer 

people taking the elevator. Although it’s more convenient, it’s strange and creepy.” 

After thinking for a while, Lu Heting thought that what Su Bei said made sense. 

Did he buy too many houses? He had planned to use this building as the private residence, but it was 

indeed a little strange. After all, this building was not designed and decorated according to the purpose 

of the private residence. 

It seemed that he had already bought enough houses. 

Chapter234 Su Bei Was Buttering Lu Weijian Up 

Lu Heting decisively gave Lu Hang an order, “Okay, that’s it. Let them go if they don’t want to sell their 

houses.” 

After receiving the order, Lu Hang was overjoyed! 

Although Mr. Lu was bold and resolute, he still kept a good will in his heart. 

“Mr. Lu, I thank you on behalf of these thirty families!” Lu Hang texted back. 

“You should thank Su Bei.” 



Lu Hang didn’t know what was going on, but he also knew that it was Mr. Lu’s wife who had helped him. 

His boss’ wife was really powerful! 

Therefore, every boss should have a wife as early as possible! It would be best if their wives could make 

the bosses do what they were told! 

Su Huixian and Du Luo’s engagement party had invited many distinguished guests, and the banquet was 

also elaborately decorated. 

Su Huixian planned to attract attention and good impression by this ceremony. 

The match between a popular actress and a rich and handsome young man was enough to make others 

jealous. 

But after the whole night, she found that everyone was talking about Lu Weijian and Su Bei. 

Even her agent, Qiu Minxuan, was obsessed with the handsome Lu Weijian! 

Soon, people took the focus away from her ceremony. 

“Minxuan, don’t you need to do anything?” Su Huixian reminded, bearing her anger. 

Qiu Minxuan hurriedly replied, “Huixian, I’ve already got the promotion content in my mind. The theme 

is “The princess finally found her prince charming! Or he would do everything to marry her!” What do 

you think?” 

“Lu Weijian came to my engagement party. Can you use him as a stunt? Who would like to see the titles 

you just mentioned?” 

Qiu Minxuan immediately said, “Okay, I’ll correct it right away!” 

Soon, she finished the new draft and read it to Su Huixian, “Big news! Lu Weijian showed up at Su 

Huixian’s engagement party! The leader of the Lu Group, Lu Weijian, came to the famous female star, Su 

Huixian’s engagement party just to send gifts. But he looked upset. What happened? Did he break up 

with his lover or come for business?” 

She portrayed Lu Weijian as a man who pursued Su Huixian but couldn’t have her. But she also used 

with many questions, giving people something to think about. After all, Lu Weijian really arrived at the 

scene, so Su Huixian was not afraid of being exposed to take advantage of Lu Weijian’s title. 

Lu Weijian had a crush on Su Huixian? Did Su Huixian choose Du Luo for love? Was there any emotional 

entanglement in their relationship? Such an article would catch the readers’ imagination. 

Su Huixian was very satisfied with this article, but according to the photos taken on the spot, most of the 

time, Lu Weijian was with Su Bei. 

She said, “Write something about Su Bei.” 

Qiu Minxuan thought for a while and said, “Let’s say that Su Bei has been pestering Lu Weijian and never 

let him go. It made people feel that Su Bei was buttering Lu Weijian up. If Su Bei’s career is taking the 

hit. People would take this just completely for granted. If she becomes famous in the future, other 



people will say that she used the rich and powerful man and she didn’t have the real skills. Anyway, Su 

Bei will never be able to get rid of this label!” 

Su Huixian was satisfied with Qiu Minxuan’s ability to sum up. 

Qiu Minxuan immediately handed the materials and photos to the marketing account and reporters and 

asked them to write the whole article according to this idea. 

The marketing account’s wording would be more exquisite. 

“But there is one thing. Huixian, what if Lu Weijian clarify it for Su Bei?” Qiu Minxuan asked. 

“For so many years, have you ever seen that Lu Weijian has clarified any scandal for any female star?” 

Su Huixian asked back. 

Qiu Minxuan knew clearly that Lu Weijian only liked playing games and was not interested in women. 

Compared with games, beautiful women were nothing to him! 

 Chapter 235 Mr. Weijian Treated Her with Indifference 

She heard that there were a lot of female stars of the Di Xing Media Company who wanted to have a 

romantic relationship with Lu Weijian. But Lu Weijian had always been indifferent to them. He would 

ignore what people were saying. 

Now, how could he clarify anything for Su Bei? 

Soon, the photos and videos of Su Huixian’s engagement party were released by the major marketing 

accounts. 

A romantic engagement party of a perfect match was enough to attract people’s attention. So the topic 

of Su Huixian’s engagement party soon became one of the hot searches. 

And the following news made the onlookers more interested. 

Mr. Weijian of the Lu Group showed up at the wedding banquet?! 

Mr. Weijian looked gloomy all the time? 

Some female star wanted to smarm up to Mr. Weijian, but Mr. Weijian treated her with indifference all 

the time. 

The relationship between the rich man and the popular actress was dubious. 

In the photo, Lu Weijian was sitting in a corner and raising his glass alone. It seemed that he was really in 

a bad mood. 

It was obviously very big news! 

The onlookers liked picturing the story they liked. 

Soon, everyone couldn’t help but start to talk about this matter. 

“I guess Mr. Weijian must love Su Huixian very much, but Su Huixian chose another man, so he appeared 

at the scene out of control.” 



“I agree with you. Mr. Weijian has always been fond of playing games. Have you ever seen him 

attending anyone’s engagement party before? No! There must be a reason for his appearance this 

time!” 

“Let me add. Mr. Weijian loves Su Huixian, but Su Huixian doesn’t love him. Finally, the rich young man 

hold Su Huixian’s hand and asked how would she choose between he and the other man? Su Huixian 

replied him that she would choose love. Mr. Weijian is dejected and tries to make the last effort. Even if 

he couldn’t make her happy, he is willing to see her happy. 

Anyway, I’m moved by Mr. Weijian. He is handsome, rich and affectionate! He is such a great man! I love 

him!” 

“Mr. Weijian, please look at me. I can be with you! Mr. Weijian, please look at me!” 

“Save it. I think you should look at yourself in the mirror first.” 

“I’ve checked it just now. Although the Du family is rich too, it’s far from the Lu Group. In this case, Su 

Huixian is really a woman who is loyal to love. She even gave up on Mr. Weijian, which makes me think 

highly of her.” 

“Yes, I also change my opinion of Su Huixian.” 

“I’ve made up my mind. I am the fan of Lu Weijian and Su Huixian, and no one can stop me!” 

As everyone kept thinking about the love story of Lu Weijian, the topic of Su Huixian and Du Luo’s 

engagement party continued to catch the attention. 

Su Huixian also gained many recognition. 

She finally got the attention she wanted, and more and more people complimented on her character. 

Although there were also some mocking comments, they were all suppressed by the enthusiastic 

blessings. 

Then, everyone saw other photos—the photos about some female star wanted to smarm up to Lu 

Weijian. 

Different from the previous photos with high definition, the photos of Lu Weijian and Su Bei were very 

blurry. 

From the angle of the photo, they could only see that Su Bei was bending over to talk to Lu Weijian, 

looking somewhat flattering. 

However, Lu Weijian’s eyes did not fall on Su Bei. It seemed that he was dodging. 

It was a picture about unrequited love. 

Although the photo was very blurry, Su Bei was recognized by the onlookers soon. 

Just from these photos, there were too many things that could be pictured, much more than Su 

Huixian’s photos. 

Chapter 236 Being Mocked by All the Netizens 



“Su Bei took the initiative to please Mr. Weijian all the time, but Mr. Weijian didn’t look at her. If I were 

her, I would have felt humiliated.” 

“Do you think people in the entertainment industry are as thin-skinned as you? How can they develop 

their careers if they are not shameless?” 

“Look, Mr. Weijian has been looking in another direction. According to my analysis and from the angle of 

other photos, Mr. Weijian is looking at Su Huixian on the stage. He is so affectionate! Oh my God!” 

“No wonder Su Bei could get Miss Perfect and the Jin Xiu’s clothes before. It turned out that she relied 

on this kind of skill. She flattered to Mr. Weijian in Su Huixian’s engagement party. We can imagine how 

she would treat other rich big shots in private.” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, okay? Su Bei is not that kind of person. She always relies on her own strength!” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha, really? Maybe she depends on the brainless fans like you.” 

“Nowadays, the celebrities in the entertainment industry are really disappointing. They had no shame 

and no morals.” 

“No, no, no. It’s impossible for Su Bei to do this. Su Bei and Lin Yu are a perfect match!” 

The news became a chaotic battle between fans and other people. 

Su Huixian and Qiu Minxuan didn’t even need to guide Su Huixian’s fans. Because Su Huixian’s fans could 

post enough bad comments by themselves. 

Because these photos and titles were the best guides. 

As Su Huixian’s fans, they couldn’t bear other people like Su Bei steal Su Huixian’s thunder on Su 

Huixian’s engagement party. Naturally, they all wanted to speak for Su Huixian. 

On the other side, Su Bei’s fans also actively spoke for Su Bei. They believed that with Su Bei’s 

personality and ability, she would not do such a thing. 

However, Su Huixian’s fans posted too many bad comments and the number of the onlookers was 

enormous, it was difficult for Su Bei’s fans to deal with so many bad comments. 

In the end, almost all the netizens laughed at Su Bei. 

At this time, Su Bei and Gun Gun were sleeping, unaware of what had happened. 

Lu Weijian was the first one to be awakened. 

His friend called him first, “Well, Lu Weijian. I didn’t expect you to have a woman you like! Didn’t you tell 

me that you only love games? Can I ask you to play games at midnight in the future?” 

“What woman?” Lu Weijian replied with bleary eyes. If his friend wasn’t a good partner in the game, he 

would have hung up now. 

“It’s said on the internet that you showed your love at that woman’s engagement party. I didn’t expect 

you to have such a side, Lu Weijian. If you had told me earlier, we would have helped you pursue her.” 



Lu Weijian was confused. He only met Su Bei at the ceremony. Was there any gossip about them? 

“Fuck!” He stood up immediately. If there was any gossip about him and Su Bei, his brother would never 

let him go! 

He quickly sat up and logged in Weibo. 

Fortunately, the rumor said that he liked Su Huixian. So it wouldn’t stir up any trouble for his brother. 

Lu Weijian patted his chest hard. 

Wait a minute. He Liked Su Huixian? 

When did he fall in love with Su Huixian? Besides, who was Su Huixian? What did she look like? What 

was she like? 

He quickly found the photos. Oh, the woman who named Su Huixian was not as beautiful as the 

character in the game. He was not interested in her. 

Then he continued to browse the gossip. “What the fuck?!” he shouted. 

How could they say that his sister-in-law fawned on him? 

Chapter237 Clarify It for Her 

They were so tasteless! Were they serious? 

‘Will my brother kill me?’ 

Without thinking too much, Lu Weijian dialed Lu Heting’s number. 

As expected, Lu Heting was pissed off. He said in a low and depressed voice, “Lu Weijian, do you want to 

die?” 

“Brother, it’s something about my sister-in-law!” 

Lu Heting sat up from the bed and said in a sober voice, “Go ahead!” 

Lu Weijian told him what had happened. He could feel the depressing atmosphere through the phone. 

“Brother, don’t get angry. I took care of my sister-in-law in the evening in case any other men wanted to 

seduce her. I made contributions, right? I didn’t expect that someone would make an issue of my sister-

in-law. I’ll clarify it right now, okay?” 

“Clarify it right away!” Lu Heting said. 

However, he checked the time immediately. It was already past midnight. 

If Lu Weijian cleared this matter now. His clarification would soon be drowned in the news tomorrow 

morning. 

He thought for a moment and said, “Clarify it at half past eight tomorrow morning, taking up the prime 

time of the morning. Besides, don’t flirt with Bei Bei.” 



“Of course. She is my sister-in-law. Of course I won’t flirt with her. I will clarify it and prove my sister-in-

law’s innocence!” 

After hanging up the phone, Lu Heting couldn’t fall asleep any more. He sat up and logged in his Weibo 

account unskillfully to find the news. 

He looked at Su Bei’s photos carefully for a while. She was so beautiful! 

Those tasteless people! How could they say that she fawned on Lu Weijian? There was no emotion in 

her eyes as she looked at Lu Weijian. 

According to Lu Heting’s experience, the way she looked at Lu Weijian was not as affectionate as the 

way she looked at the pot of flowers at home. 

Feeling relieved, Lu Heting put down his phone and lay down. 

Then he picked it up again and continued to look at Su Bei’s photos before he fell asleep. 

The next day, Lv Shan called Su Bei. 

Su Bei was doing exercise after breakfast with Gun Gun. 

“Su Bei, have you seen the news? I will help you clarify it as soon as possible.” Lv Shan regretted in her 

heart. She shouldn’t have let Su Bei be with Lu Weijian last night. She was too careless as Su Bei’s agent. 

“What news?” Su Bei asked. 

Lv Shan was speechless. Lv Shan knew that Su Bei didn’t care about anything except money. But it 

seemed that she got too many inner peace. “Su Bei, I know that it’s impossible for Mr. Weijian to help 

you clarify it, so I’ll find a way. We can only see if we can use other people’s news to suppress this 

matter.” 

Lv Shan knew well about the rules of the entertainment industry and had come up with a solution. 

However, it would take her at least one or two days to prepare for the clarification. 

After hanging up the phone, Su Bei logged in her Weibo suspiciously. It was not until then that she found 

the scandal that she “hooked up” with Lu Weijian, but was ignored by him. 

The photos were taken from a good angle. Even Su Bei thought that she loved Lu Weijian so much but 

couldn’t have him when she saw the photos. 

Female artists were most afraid of this kind of scandals. Although they got the attention, the negative 

label could not be removed. 

It was like a white dress that had been splashed with dirty water. No matter how hard a person washed 

it, it was difficult to return to its original brightness. 

Before Lv Shan could figure out a way, Lin Yu had sent a message on Weibo, “I’ve known Su Bei for a 

long time. Mr. Weijian is not the ideal type of Su Bei, and the way she looks at my toy models is the 

same.” 

He mentioned Su Bei in his short article. 



Besides, he also posted the pictures that Su Bei looked at his toy models. 

Chapter 238 Lu Heting Felt His Stomach Drop 

Sure enough, in the pictures, Su Bei looked at the toy models in Lin Yu’s cabinet with the same eyes. 

How to describe the expression in her eyes? It was not flattery or admiration, but the concentration and 

politeness when she listened carefully to others’ words. 

In these pictures, someone must be explaining all the details of the toy models to Su Bei. 

This person must be Lin Yu. 

In comparison, it could be seen that in the photos of Su Bei and Lu Weijian, Su Bei looked like that 

because she was listening to others. 

However, because she stood together with Lu Weijian, so those marketing accounts deliberately misled 

the onlookers. They made up the story directly and misunderstood the meaning of Su Bei’s eyes. 

After Lin Yu released these photos, it did distract other people’s attention. 

After all, Lin Yu was a well-known person. According to his Weibo, it seemed that he was Su Bei’s friend 

and helped her clear the matter. 

“My prince charming is defending Su Bei? Su Bei is really lucky! And my prince charming even showed 

his collection to Su Bei? No, no, I can’t accept this fact!” 

“Oh my God! My prince charming’s cabinet finally appeared again! I like all of his collection! And I like 

him too!” 

“Now that my prince charming said so, I believe that Su Bei must be innocent. After all, birds of a feather 

flock together. My prince charming’s friend must be a good person!” 

“Lin Yu, don’t get involved in this! Lin Yu’s agent, please manage Lin Yu’s Weibo for him, okay?” 

“Oh my God, Lin Yu and Su Bei look like a perfect match!” 

“Don’t make a match casually! My prince charming belongs to me!” 

In this way, the influence of the scandal was mostly dispelled. Many people went to check the 

comments of Lin Yu’s Weibo. 

With a smile, Su Bei sent him a private message, “Thank you, Lin Stone.” 

“You’re welcome. After all, we know each other so well. What’s more, Da Bao came here this morning 

and planned to hack Weibo’s server. I stopped him. He is overqualified to do this,” Lin Yu replied. 

“Lin Stone, don’t let Da Bao read the gossip on Weibo! He is just a kid!” 

“You know Da Bao. I can’t control him! His intelligence quotient is higher than my intelligence quotient, 

okay?” 

After thinking for a while, Su Bei thought Lin Yu’s words made sense. 



Looking at the bright smile on Su Bei’s face, Lu Heting thought, ‘Isn’t she browsing Weibo? Why is she 

laughing so happily?” 

“Ahem...” Lu Heting broke the silence by coughing. “Su Bei.” 

“What?” Su Bei raised her eyes. Her eyes were full of amorous and charming light. 

Although Lu Heting knew that she was just listening to him, his heart missed a beat. At present, Su Bei 

looked like the heroine in the movie. 

No wonder others could decipher her eyes. 

He calmed down and said, “I’ve asked Mr. Weijian to clarify what happened on Weibo. He is busy, so he 

will do it a little late.” 

“Will Mr. Weijian help me clarify it? He is so nice!” It never occurred to Su Bei that Lu Weijian would 

care about such boring things in the entertainment industry. 

Just now, Lv Shan had solemnly said that Lu Weijian wouldn’t help her. 

Su Bei also knew that these big shots disdained the entertainment industry and might blame her for 

being annoying. 

Lu Heting felt his stomach drop. 

He was that nice man, not Lu Weijian! 

Chapter 239 Grow up in Slander 

Su Bei asked, “Will Mr. Weijian blame me for using him to hype? After all, I also got the attention 

because of him.” 

“Of course he will. But who is the one who really use him? 

It’s Su Huixian.” Su Bei nodded seriously, “Only she gained a good name during the matter. Everyone 

thought that Mr. Weijian loved her but she is loyal to her true love.” 

Lu Heting said seriously, “So do you think Mr. Weijian will let her do that?” 

Lu Weijian (voice-over): “I will. As long as she didn’t disturb me playing games, I don’t care what she 

did.” 

“No, you won’t.” Lu Heting’s voice echoed around. 

Lu Weijian (voice-over): “Yes, yes, I won’t. I won’t let such a woman use me. What’s more, she also used 

my sister-in-law! I won’t let her do that!” 

Su Bei nodded. “If Mr. Weijian does care about this, he will clarify it. That’s right. It’s possible for Mr. 

Weijian to have a girlfriend. If his girlfriend knows Su Huixian’s way of using Mr. Weijian, she will be very 

angry.” 

“So Mr. Weijian will clarify it,” Lu Heting said. 

Su Bei was relieved. 



Lu Heting took out his phone and talked to Lu Weijian. 

At half past eight, Lu Weijian posted a Weibo to clarify, “It’s a rare opportunity to meet my good friend, 

Bei Bei. But what happened spoiled our enjoyment. Next time, I think we’d better meet in another 

place. Bei Bei, make a reservation and call me, okay?” He also uploaded many pictures. 

There was a lot going on in this Weibo. 

First of all, it meant that Lu Weijian and Su Bei were good friends. According to the way they were with 

each other, they were close friends but not lovers. 

Secondly, Lu Weijian happened to meet Su Bei at Su Huixian’s engagement party. That had given others 

a loophole. If he had a choice, he wouldn’t appear at the engagement party. 

Thirdly, Lu Weijian took the initiative to invite Su Bei. That was to say, it was not true that Su Bei liked Lu 

Weijian. In fact, they were good friends in private. 

In the pictures that Lu Weijian had uploaded, Lu Weijian and Su Bei sat in the corner. Beside them, there 

were not only Su Bei’s agent, but also some CEOs of other companies. Obviously, their meeting was 

aboveboard. 

When Su Bei looked at Lu Weijian, she happened to be listening to the person sitting next to Lu Weijian. 

As for Lu Weijian, he went to the ceremony just to meet with Su Bei. He might don’t know who Su 

Huixian was. 

His Weibo was posted at half past eight in the morning, the morning rush hour. 

It happened that many people went to work on the subway, bus, or just arrived at the company. They 

could browse today’s news on Weibo casually. 

As a result, Bei Bei’s fans immediately saw it and immediately responded, “I told you that it was 

impossible for our beryl to do that! Mr. Weijian, you are so nice! Thank you for your explanation for Bei 

Bei!” 

“Bei Bei, you made the right decision. You will grow up in slander. Keep up the good work!” 

“Mr. Weijian explained this in person. Will those rumormongers make an apology?” 

The ordinary onlookers also started to discuss. “Wow, is this a romantic novel? How could Lu Weijian 

know Su Bei?” 

Chapter240 He Made Another Appointment with Su Bei 

“Yesterday’s report said that Mr. Weijian pursued Su Huixian but couldn’t have her? Did Mr. Weijian 

look like he was disappointed in love? I think he is in high spirits!” 

“Yes. Why don’t I see sadness on Mr. Weijian’s face? Mr. Weijian was having a good conversation with 

Su Bei, wasn’t he?” 

“Well, interesting. Maybe I know who was playing the trick.” 

“If Mr. Weijian likes Su Bei... He is younger than Su Bei, right? I’m optimistic about this match!” 



“No, you are wrong. I think Su Bei is younger than Mr. Weijian, isn’t she?” 

Su Bei’s reply was also very fast. After she browsed Lu Weijian’s Weibo, she reposted it directly, “Mr. 

Weijian, don’t be angry. I will contact you after I book the restaurant.” 

Soon, many topics like “A rich man’s clarification”, “He calls her Bei Bei”, “Su Bei’s reply”, “Su Bei and Lu 

Weijian are friends?” “Su Huixian is playing tricks”, were on the top search list. 

Su Huixian paid a lot of money on the hot search last night to attract a lot of people’s attention. Today, 

the corresponding replies corresponded to embarrass her. 

In particular, the fans of Su Bei reposted it one after another, which made Su Huixian very awkward. 

Who said Lu Weijian pursued Su Huixian? It seemed that Mr. Weijian only focused on Su Bei and turned 

a blind eye to Su Huixian. 

Who said that Lu Weijian went to say goodbye to his love and get drunk at the ceremony? Mr. Weijian 

seemed to be very happy and chatted with Su Bei happily. 

He also made another appointment with Su Bei! 

These contents had been made a funny long picture and video by some neutral marketing accounts, and 

became the talk today. 

Su Huixian got up early in the morning and was in a good mood. After reading the hot searches last 

night, she enjoyed her reputation at ease. 

However, before she could be happy for a long time, she saw that Lin Yu defended Su Bei. 

‘Even if Lin Yu speaks for Su Bei, how can he turn the tide?’ Su Huixian thought with relief. 

However, before she could finish her thought, she saw Lu Weijian and Su Bei’s Weibo. 

Su Huixian was so angry that she stood up all of a sudden. After checking carefully, she found that it was 

indeed the content posted by Lu Weijian. Her face changed immediately! 

What made her face twisted was not only Lu Weijian’s clarification, but also his intimate tone, as if he 

was really familiar with Su Bei! 

The comments below were like slaps in her face. 

She felt pain in her face, as if the slap was real. 

Her reputation started dropping on Weibo. No matter how her fans defended her, they couldn’t change 

the onlookers’ mind. 

“When did Su Bei know Lu Weijian? How is that possible?” Su Huixian asked. 

Du Luo came in from outside and asked with a smile, “What’s wrong? Are you in a bad mood early in the 

morning?” 

“It’s okay. It’s okay. It’s just something about the fans.” 



“You can leave the matter of fans to Minxuan.” Du Luo advised, “You don’t have to do everything by 

yourself. I can see that the comments on Weibo are often not true. So we don’t have to get that kind of 

attention. None of them are real.” 

Su Huixian nodded, “Of course. My company often buys that attention for me. Apart from that, I don’t 

want any other attention.” 

In a word, she put all the blame on the company. Even if Du Luo was dissatisfied with the scandal that 

had been spreading on Weibo last night, Su Huixian could also put her responsibility behind. 

 


